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Background

Anatomy of a Trial

• Optical Illusions are a
revealing means of analyzing
the visual system and its
cooperation with the rest
of the brain
• The Rotating Snakes Illusion
(Kitaoka, 2003) results in the
perception of rotating motion
in a static image

Results show that pigeons can discriminate between
moving and static versions of a variety of stimuli
Tests with novel objects show that pigeons can
discriminate a wide range of speeds of moving
stimuli
Pigeon pecks to start trial

Pigeon pecks stimulus to move on

• Previous research on this Illusion in humans and other
animals reported illusory motion
• However, previous research in pigeons has analyzed
other optical illusions, with inconsistent results
• Given these results, can pigeons perceive optical motion
illusions?
• If they can, what factors influence the strength and
perception of the illusion?

Methods and Procedures
We trained and tested 4 pigeons
Pigeons were trained with groups of stimuli rotating at 0
(static), 0.104, or 0.41 rotations per second.

Conclusions

Given this learned discrimination, we plan to
introduce the Rotating Snakes Illusion to assess if
and how much motion the pigeons report.

Hypothetical Results
Condition A
Timeout or reinforcement

Condition B

Pigeon makes choice by pecking
either key

Results

Before testing the critical illusory motion displays,
we evaluated performance on novel displays with
novel speeds to verify:
• pigeons will report any non-zero speeds as
motion
• pigeons will apply this discrimination to any
novel objects
With ultimate goal of ascertaining they will report
any motion in the illusion itself
Control Test 1
Pigeons were presented with slower speeds between
0 and 0.104 rotations per second

Stars represent expected data points

We would expect pigeons to report the Rotating
Snakes illusion as in motion (Condition B), while
reporting a visually similar control (non-illusory)
stimulus as non-moving (Condition A)
If the pigeons report no motion, we would expect
results resembling Condition A
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Pigeons reported whether stimuli were moving or static
Arrows represent training speeds
3 count versions of each object

Pigeons successfully reported motion with the novel
objects. They were more likely to report motion at
faster speeds.
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